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Three Reasons Not to Trust Your Phones to
"Honest Sam"
We know it may so
unauthorized reseller is no diff
reasons why the quality and service you will recei
by-night used car lots we all kno

Reason # 1: Unauthorized = Inexperienced
An authorized vendor for a specif
continual education programs on that system as it evolves. If you are dealing with someone who previously
worked for an authorized reseller on a system, their knowledge on that system begins to get stale the moment
they cease to participate in the ongoing certification process.
Look at it this way: You are selecting a vendor for your system that you plan to have a relationship with for the
life of the system. This will be the one who will install the system, make recommendations for configuration
and upkeep, install new features as they become available, and most importantly be the one you rely on if the
phones go down — for hours, days, or possibly weeks. So…do you want to trust someone whose expertise on
your system is shrinking at every moment?

Reason # 2: Maintaining Your System will be a Challenge (to say the least)
Many businesses may have purchased their system from an authorized reseller, but then turn to an unauthorized
source for system upkeep. The idea here is to save money on maintenance costs, but the cost is usually far
higher in the long run.
oid the warranty on a phone system the moment an unauthorized vendor touches
wn when it comes to maintenance. And that
service 5-6 different phone system

e the parts needed to immediately address a problem. Parts will have to be
nternet vendor who is selling used or
all length of the service period and cause issues

take it to the Ford dealership for
aintaining your phone system with a vendor that lacks manufacturer-direct parts and real
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Reason # 3: Because You Want Your
Business to Grow
You want your phone system to gro
business. You want ne
become available. A
levels of productivity into your
Communications. U
real-time with anyon
regardless of the end
The problem is that in order to gain these ro
enhancements, a phone system must ha
updates. Also, when you add a ne
may be created that needs to
you are dealing with an unauthori
to access software dire
up with a faulty sof
uncover the source o
This leads to three questions: When you have to download and
install software updates, bug fixes and patches on a regular basis, do you want cost driven up by obtaining
software through a middleman? And more importantly, how do you know you will even be able to obtain
software for new applications and features as they are introduced? Finally, will an unauthorized reseller really
be able to support the growth initiatives you are planning for your business?

Are You Still Ready to Do Business with "Honest Sam?"
All three of these reasons come back to one basic truth: Your phone system is the lifeblood of your business. If
your copier goes down, you can work around it. If your office Internet goes down, you could even work around
that failure for a brief period of time. But how long do you think you can work around it when no one can reach
your business, and your employees cannot reach out to your customers? By trusting an unauthorized phone
system reseller, you are placing the critical communications of your organization in their hands.
uture growth of your company, is it
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